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Central Role of Transportation Central Role of Transportation 
InfrastructureInfrastructure

Transportation systems are the backbone of Transportation systems are the backbone of 
developed market economiesdeveloped market economies
Essential for getting goods to market Essential for getting goods to market 
(customers) and workers to businesses(customers) and workers to businesses
Has been a major means of communicationHas been a major means of communication
Since WWII the economy has increasingly Since WWII the economy has increasingly 
depended upon depended upon highwayshighways for both passenger for both passenger 
and freight transportationand freight transportation



Figure 1. Passenger and Freight Transport in the U.S. 1960-1998
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Figure 3. Freight Traffic Intensity in the U.S. 1960-1998 
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Figure 4.   GDP Freight Intensity
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DebateDebate
Considerable controversy has taken place during the Considerable controversy has taken place during the 
past decade over the value to the economy of highway past decade over the value to the economy of highway 
investmentinvestment
Current thrust of the debate is less with respect to Current thrust of the debate is less with respect to 
improving the efficiency of the highway system improving the efficiency of the highway system per se, per se, as as 
measured by travel time and/or travel cost savingsmeasured by travel time and/or travel cost savings
Rather, it has more to do with the impact of highway Rather, it has more to do with the impact of highway 
investment on economic developmentinvestment on economic development——jobs, income, jobs, income, 
and tax baseand tax base



Expanded Role of TransportationExpanded Role of Transportation

““Transportation is a means to a greater goal, not an end Transportation is a means to a greater goal, not an end 
in itself”in itself”
The greater goal is economic and community The greater goal is economic and community 
developmentdevelopment
An efficient and reliable transportation system is key to An efficient and reliable transportation system is key to 
successful economic developmentsuccessful economic development
Transportation dollars are one of the largest sources of Transportation dollars are one of the largest sources of 
economic development incentives economic development incentives 



Expanded Regional EmphasisExpanded Regional Emphasis
USA TodayUSA Today——”Ballot jammed with traffic issues” ”Ballot jammed with traffic issues” 
(9/24/02)(9/24/02)

Referendums triple as taxpayers are being asked to foot bill Referendums triple as taxpayers are being asked to foot bill 
for road relieffor road relief

Transportation experts say voters increasingly are more Transportation experts say voters increasingly are more 
willing to pay for roads and other improvements that willing to pay for roads and other improvements that 
they use every day than for highways and transit they use every day than for highways and transit 
systems hundreds of miles awaysystems hundreds of miles away

Five of the year’s 36 votes are statewideFive of the year’s 36 votes are statewide——the rest are the rest are 
regional or localregional or local



Key QuestionsKey Questions
The key question is The key question is notnot ……

Whether transportation systems are important to Whether transportation systems are important to 
the economy the economy 

Rather, the question is …Rather, the question is …
Whether additional investment (additional dollar) in Whether additional investment (additional dollar) in 
transportation systems contributes to economic transportation systems contributes to economic 
growthgrowth

More specifically, which achieves the outcomes desired More specifically, which achieves the outcomes desired 
by state and local decisionby state and local decision--makersmakers



OutlineOutline
Define economic developmentDefine economic development
List the many facets of economic development that List the many facets of economic development that 
regional practitioners and elected officials would like to regional practitioners and elected officials would like to 
pursuepursue
Provide a framework to examine these linkagesProvide a framework to examine these linkages
Review the resultsReview the results
Discuss the process of investing in regional Discuss the process of investing in regional 
transportation infrastructure transportation infrastructure 



Economic DevelopmentEconomic Development
““Economic development occurs when the income and Economic development occurs when the income and 
product generated within a region increases.”product generated within a region increases.”

Multiple outcomesMultiple outcomes
JobsJobs
IncomeIncome
Quality of lifeQuality of life
Environmental preservationEnvironmental preservation
Environmental justiceEnvironmental justice
Sustainable developmentSustainable development



Economic Development Economic Development 
OpportunitiesOpportunities

Link key centers in region to national markets, thus Link key centers in region to national markets, thus 
helping to make the area more competitive for growthhelping to make the area more competitive for growth
Provide for more efficient flows of commerce to Provide for more efficient flows of commerce to 
enhance area’s developmental potentialenhance area’s developmental potential
Facilitate commuting flows of people to new jobs and Facilitate commuting flows of people to new jobs and 
public servicespublic services
Open up new sites for commercial/industrial Open up new sites for commercial/industrial 
developmentdevelopment
Provide local access roads to stimulate retail Provide local access roads to stimulate retail 
developmentdevelopment



Economic Development Economic Development 
OpportunitiesOpportunities

Provide quality of life benefits by providing access to Provide quality of life benefits by providing access to 
new services and employment opportunitiesnew services and employment opportunities
Promote tourism/recreational developmentPromote tourism/recreational development
Enhance the flow of goods and services within a subEnhance the flow of goods and services within a sub--
regional trade area to increase economic “multiplier regional trade area to increase economic “multiplier 
effects.”effects.”
Strengthen and diversify the local economyStrengthen and diversify the local economy
Support new business initiativesSupport new business initiatives



Estimates as Project Estimates as Project 
Decision ToolsDecision Tools

Better access to Better access to 
employment or employment or 
productionproduction
Better access between Better access between 
workforce and workforce and 
production centerproduction center
Connectivity improved Connectivity improved 
between citiesbetween cities

Jobs  maintained/ Jobs  maintained/ 
generated, investmentgenerated, investment

Improved workforce Improved workforce 
availability to employersavailability to employers
Potential developable Potential developable 
sitessites



Economic DevelopmentEconomic Development
Does (how does) highway investment:Does (how does) highway investment:

Improve productivity?Improve productivity?
Increase value added (personal income)?Increase value added (personal income)?
Create new jobs?Create new jobs?
Improve environmental quality?Improve environmental quality?
Enhance quality of life?Enhance quality of life?
Improve lowImprove low--wage workers’ access to jobs?wage workers’ access to jobs?

Decision makers want answers to these questions for specific Decision makers want answers to these questions for specific 
projectsprojects



How to answer these How to answer these 
questions?questions?

BenefitBenefit--Cost AnalysisCost Analysis
Compare benefits of projects to costsCompare benefits of projects to costs
Compute benefit to cost ratioCompute benefit to cost ratio
Rank ratiosRank ratios
Choose a cutoff pointChoose a cutoff point

Macro production functionsMacro production functions
Estimates contribution to outputEstimates contribution to output
Rates of return to various types of investment  Rates of return to various types of investment  



Highway Infrastructure

Economic Activity



Complex RelationshipComplex Relationship

Regional economic growth processRegional economic growth process
Relationship between infrastructure investment, Relationship between infrastructure investment, 
performance of the facility, and economic and performance of the facility, and economic and 
environmental outcomesenvironmental outcomes
Indirect effectsIndirect effects
Measurement of capitalMeasurement of capital



Regional Growth Process Regional Growth Process 
and Supplyand Supply--side Effectsside Effects

OUTCOMES

MATERIALS

LABOR PRIVATE
CAPITAL

Factor Prices Amenities

Highways

Directly Affect
Outcomes

Increase 
Productivity



Key RelationshipKey Relationship

Key relationship is the effect of highways on economic Key relationship is the effect of highways on economic 
outcomes (e.g., GSP, income, jobs)outcomes (e.g., GSP, income, jobs)
Measured as the percentage change in GSP resulting Measured as the percentage change in GSP resulting 
from a 1% increase in highways investment from a 1% increase in highways investment 

(elasticity of output with respect to infrastructure)(elasticity of output with respect to infrastructure)

Relationship can also described as a rate of returnRelationship can also described as a rate of return



Relation between system 
characteristics, output and 
outcomes

Facility 
Characteristics

Lane Miles
Grade
Tightness of curves
Pavement conditions



Relation between system 
characteristics, output and 
outcomes

Facility 
Characteristics

Access
Traffic flow
Speed
Reliability/safety



System
characteristics

Relation between system 
characteristics, output and 
outcomes

Facility 
Characteristics

Economic productivity
Income/output generation
Job creation
Business location



System
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Facility 
Characteristics



Indirect BenefitsIndirect Benefits
Spillover of benefits into regions outside the immediate Spillover of benefits into regions outside the immediate 
vicinity of the project, and outside scope of measure of vicinity of the project, and outside scope of measure of 
benefitsbenefits
Highways may affect other aspects of economy not Highways may affect other aspects of economy not 
directly related to transportation activitiesdirectly related to transportation activities

Attract or expand resources such as private capitalAttract or expand resources such as private capital
Make other inputs more productiveMake other inputs more productive
Affect environmental qualityAffect environmental quality

Elevate economy to higher stage of developmentElevate economy to higher stage of development
Network effects Network effects 



MeasurementMeasurement

Physical characteristicsPhysical characteristics
Lane milesLane miles
CongestionCongestion
Pavement conditionPavement condition

Dollar valueDollar value——perpetual inventory methodperpetual inventory method
Traffic flows within and between regionsTraffic flows within and between regions

Vary by regionVary by region
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““Macroeconomic” StudiesMacroeconomic” Studies

Studies mostly at national and state levelStudies mostly at national and state level
Results vary widely depending upon the time Results vary widely depending upon the time 
period, level of geographic aggregation, period, level of geographic aggregation, 
functional form, controlsfunctional form, controls

Output Output elasticitieselasticities range from 0.00 to 0.41range from 0.00 to 0.41
Recent estimates converge to 0.04Recent estimates converge to 0.04--0.08 for most 0.08 for most 
recent periods, declining over time from aboverecent periods, declining over time from above--
normal to normal returnsnormal to normal returns



US StudiesUS Studies

AschauerAschauer (1989)(1989)0.390.39NationalNational

Eberts (1986)Eberts (1986)0.030.03Metro areasMetro areas

DuffyDuffy--DenoDeno and Eberts and Eberts 
(1991)(1991)

0.080.08Metro areasMetro areas

MunnellMunnell (1990)(1990)0.150.15StateState

Eisner (1991)Eisner (1991)0.170.17StateState

NadiriNadiri and and MamuneasMamuneas (1999)(1999)0.040.04--0.080.08NationalNational

MunnellMunnell (1990)(1990)0.340.34NationalNational

StudyStudyEstimateEstimate
ss

Geographic LevelGeographic Level



General ConsensusGeneral Consensus
Estimates around 0.04Estimates around 0.04--0.100.10

Smaller than original studies because some econometric Smaller than original studies because some econometric 
problems have been corrected, problems have been corrected, egeg. . NadiriNadiri & & MamuneasMamuneas

Spillover effects are minimalSpillover effects are minimal
Some argue that higher estimates for national than state and Some argue that higher estimates for national than state and 
metro level studies reflect ability to capture indirect effectsmetro level studies reflect ability to capture indirect effects
State and metro studies report smaller estimates because they State and metro studies report smaller estimates because they 
correct for some econometric problemscorrect for some econometric problems
Studies that explicitly estimate spillovers find little evidenceStudies that explicitly estimate spillovers find little evidence
that they existthat they exist



Rates of ReturnRates of Return

Production function approach allows one to Production function approach allows one to 
estimate the rates of return for private capital estimate the rates of return for private capital 
and public capital and to compare the twoand public capital and to compare the two
Comparison addresses the question of the Comparison addresses the question of the 
relative contribution to output of an additional relative contribution to output of an additional 
unit of inputunit of input



Rates of Return Over TimeRates of Return Over Time
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Results of Direct EffectResults of Direct Effect

Rate of return of private capital typically larger Rate of return of private capital typically larger 
than that of highway capitalthan that of highway capital
Suggests that the US is not underinvested in Suggests that the US is not underinvested in 
highway capitalhighway capital
Rate of return of highway capital in US has Rate of return of highway capital in US has 
declined over time as the highway (particularly declined over time as the highway (particularly 
interstate) system maturesinterstate) system matures
Dollar invested in highway system brings about Dollar invested in highway system brings about 
the same return (or a little less) than a dollar the same return (or a little less) than a dollar 
invested in the private sector, according to invested in the private sector, according to 
estimatesestimates
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Regional Growth Process Regional Growth Process 
and Supplyand Supply--side Effectsside Effects

OUTCOMES

MATERIALS

LABOR PRIVATE
CAPITAL

Factor Prices Amenities

Highways

Directly Affect
Outcomes

Increase
Productivity

Attract
Inputs

Indirectly Affect 
Outcomes



Highway Investment Stimulates Highway Investment Stimulates 
Private InvestmentPrivate Investment

Infrastructure formation encourages private sector Infrastructure formation encourages private sector 
investment (complements)investment (complements)

An increase in infrastructure raises the return to private An increase in infrastructure raises the return to private 
capital, which causes more investment in private capitalcapital, which causes more investment in private capital

Most studies find that public capital and private capital Most studies find that public capital and private capital 
are complementsare complements——highways encourage investmenthighways encourage investment
Evidence shows that highways attract new business Evidence shows that highways attract new business 
startups and expansionsstartups and expansions
But that highways alone cannot stimulate growthBut that highways alone cannot stimulate growth——
other factors must be presentother factors must be present



AgglomerationAgglomeration
Agglomeration economies result from the close Agglomeration economies result from the close 
proximity of business activitiesproximity of business activities

Allows businesses to share common resources such as Allows businesses to share common resources such as 
talented labor pool, supplier networks, technical expertise, talented labor pool, supplier networks, technical expertise, 
and communication and transportation networksand communication and transportation networks

Urban public infrastructure directly affects the efficient Urban public infrastructure directly affects the efficient 
operation of citiesoperation of cities

Without an efficient highway system, positive gains achieved Without an efficient highway system, positive gains achieved 
from agglomeration could be completely offset by gridlockfrom agglomeration could be completely offset by gridlock



Agglomeration ResearchAgglomeration Research

Few studies have considered the effects of both Few studies have considered the effects of both 
infrastructure and agglomerationinfrastructure and agglomeration
Studies find Studies find positivepositive effects of infrastructure on effects of infrastructure on 
regional productivityregional productivity
FranceFrance——average traffic speedaverage traffic speed
GermanyGermany——estimates of public capital stockestimates of public capital stock
JapanJapan——estimates of public capital stockestimates of public capital stock
USUS——efficiency of highway system (efficiency of highway system (circuitycircuity))



Effect of Highway Infrastructure on Effect of Highway Infrastructure on 
Employment ChangeEmployment Change

((--))(+)(+)--(+)(+)SmallSmallMfgMfg

(+)(+)++--++AllAllMfgMfg

--++((--))(+)(+)SmallSmallAllAll

--++--++AllAllAllAll

ContractionsContractionsExpansionsExpansionsClosingsClosingsOpeningsOpeningsFirm SizeFirm SizeIndustryIndustry



DecisionDecision--making Processmaking Process
““Transportation investment is not simply an Transportation investment is not simply an 
engineering decision but requires strong advocacy and engineering decision but requires strong advocacy and 
political coalition building.”political coalition building.”

Coalition building necessary to gain approval for new Coalition building necessary to gain approval for new 
infrastructure investmentinfrastructure investment
This is nothing new, but the maturity of the transportation This is nothing new, but the maturity of the transportation 
system has made it more intertwined in other decisions, system has made it more intertwined in other decisions, 
including environmental, noise, traffic flows through including environmental, noise, traffic flows through 
neighborhoods, neighborhood safety, etc.neighborhoods, neighborhood safety, etc.



Economic/CommunityEconomic/Community
DevelopmentDevelopment

Community development Community development 
SocialSocial
PoliticalPolitical
NaturalNatural
EconomicEconomic

Multiple stakeholdersMultiple stakeholders
ResidentsResidents
BusinessesBusinesses
“Community Interest/Action” groups“Community Interest/Action” groups



Transportation System

Economic/
Community
development

National

Local Partnerships

Continuous/adaptive
process

National network
requires national-level
coordination

Fragmented effort by
nearly 1000 cities and 
and 50 states

Durable structure

Somewhat centralized
in state DOTs

State

Connects and Disconnects



Institutional ArrangementsInstitutional Arrangements
Innovative ways in which transportation people are Innovative ways in which transportation people are 
talking with economic/community development peopletalking with economic/community development people

Regional councils and coordinatorsRegional councils and coordinators
Staff within Staff within DOTsDOTs dedicated to economic development dedicated to economic development 
issuesissues
Combined departments, such as the Department of Combined departments, such as the Department of 
Transport, Local Governments and the Regions in the UKTransport, Local Governments and the Regions in the UK
Informal local partnerships at state and local levelsInformal local partnerships at state and local levels



Paradigm ShiftsParadigm Shifts

AccessAccess
MobilityMobility
SafetySafety
ReliabilityReliability
Individualized modesIndividualized modes

Ultimately, the Ultimately, the 
infrastructure is not infrastructure is not 
important, but the right important, but the right 
of wayof way
Shipping lanes, air rights, Shipping lanes, air rights, 
etc.etc.

Think of transportation as attributes not modes
Alan Pisarski



Transportation/EconomyTransportation/Economy
Transportation is essential to developed economiesTransportation is essential to developed economies
Evidence suggests that US is not currently underEvidence suggests that US is not currently under--invested in invested in 
transportation infrastructuretransportation infrastructure

Super returns have been replaced by normal returnsSuper returns have been replaced by normal returns
Rate of return of highways is typically less than the rate of Rate of return of highways is typically less than the rate of 
return of private capitalreturn of private capital

Regions may be underRegions may be under-- or overor over--investedinvested
Highways can promote private investmentHighways can promote private investment

But they alone cannot stimulate growthBut they alone cannot stimulate growth
Region (or country) will not grow without other factorsRegion (or country) will not grow without other factors

Efficient highway system promotes efficient operation of cities Efficient highway system promotes efficient operation of cities 
(agglomeration)(agglomeration)
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